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Regeneration of Irradiated Optical Fibres by Photobleaching?
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Fraunhofer-WT D53879 Euskirchen, Germany

EXTENDED ABsTRAcT We intend to find out whether modern undoped MM step

photobleaching, is well known from numerous publications index (SI), Ge-doped MM graded index (GI), and Ge-doped
(22 are cited in I where the light that was used for single mode (SM) fibres that were irradiated with 'Co gamma
radiation-induced loss measurement of otical fibres (usually rays of about 12 MeV up to dose values between 0 I and

100 Mrad can be regenerated so that they can be further used.
of about 40 or 1300 = wavelength, light power between The bleaching light comes from the newly developed,
o.i and 20 pW aeady caused bleaching of colour cen relatively cheap laser diodes with wavelengths around 670,
i.e., reduction of induced loss. Older fibres, especially those
with a core made of undoped, low OH silica, could .ence 830 and 980 nm that are used for pumping of small solid state

exPen lasers or fibre amplifiers and fibre lasers, respectively. With
tremendous photobleaching. One fibre showed loss reduction these diodes the available bleaching list power is more than a
by more than a factor of 200 when the light power factor of 100 hizher than in the bleaching experiment
(k = 1309 mn) was increased from 0001 to 355 pW 2]. In described in I.
order to reduce hotobleaching and to make fibre irradiation
tests more comparable it is therefore recommended to keep the Fig. I compares the radiation-induced loss of a non-annealed
measuring light power I W [3). Modem Ge-doped (upper curve) and a laser-annealed (lower curve) Ge-doped
telecommunication fibres, however, show negligible 62.5/125 gm GI-fibre about 30 h after the end of an irradiation
photobleaching at room temperature and their recommended up to I Mad. At the end of irradiation (dose rate 23.0 radts)
wavelengths of 1300 and 1550 mn (cited in [I]). both fibres showed a loss increase of about 300 dB/km,
As discussed in 1], light of shorter wavelength has a higher measured at 830 nm. About 2 h after the end of irradiation
bleaching efficiency than that of longer wavelengths and same this loss is annealed to about I 0 dB/km. Then one of the two
intensity = light power). One therefore can try to reduce the fibres was bleached with 42 mW of a 830 mm laser source.
loss increase during an irradiation by additional injection of After one hour of bleaching its residual loss was decreased to
light of shorter wavelength and high intensity, from one or about 50 dB/km, i.e., the loss at 830 run was halved. Fig. 2
both fibre ends. In 11) light of 670 or 785 or 835 n shows the laser-induced loss reduction (difference of the two
wavelength, light power 315 15) pW, was added to the curves of Fig. 1) as a function of wavelength. In Fig. 3 we see
"measuring light" of about 1300 mm wavelength and about that most of the annealing occured within about minutes.

5 gW light power. The light power meter was protected from
the bleaching light by "Long Wave Pass Filters" blocking light IE4

with wavelengths I I 00 run. The investigations demonstrated
that injection of photobleaching light of shorter wavelength
can distinctly decrease the radiation-induced loss of Ge-doped

m IE3
fibres. especially at low temperatures. The method, however,
is restricted to shorter fibre lengths since light of shorter
wavelength experiences stronger attenuation and will not
reach more distant fibre sections. IEZ

Another possibility to ay Photobleachina by short C
wavelength light is to regenerate fibres that are permarientiv r
installed in radiation environnients such as fission or fusion

lE1
reactors or high energy physics accelerators. Here fibres a 5ee lose 1580 28se .5se 30M

usually transfer data from highly active areas to the outside, so
that "bleaching" lasers can be connected from time to time

between different experiments or during maintenance periods. Fig. 1: Radiation-induced loss of a non-annealed (upper curve) and
Uibler et al. 41 irradiated two Ge-doped multimode (MM) a laser-annealed (lower curve) 50 in sample of the Ge-doped
ibres and one MM lead glass fibre with 65 keV X-rays up to Coming 62.5/125 Fiber". rdiation up to I Mrad. Laser annealing

dose values between about I and 60 kR. These old fibres 28 h after the end of irradiation, spectral loss measurements 2 h later.
showed high induced loss values that could be annealed by the
injected laser light (about 0.5 W, 500 nm) nearly completely.
They could observe how the (visible) bleaching light
Gradually penetrated along the fibre coil.
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Fig. 2 Laser-induced loss reduction difference of the two curves
of Fig. .
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Fig- 3 Loss reduction during annealing with 4 mW of a 830 nm
laser source. Laser annealing began about 28 h after the end of
irradiation.

It will be shown how loss reduction and necessary bleaching
time depend on wavelength and intensity of the bleaching
light, on fibre length (bleaching time!), and on radiation dose.

The studv aims at the longer lasting ("permanent"?) fibre loss
that accumulates during longer operation periods at facilities
where the fibres cannot easily be replaced by new ones.
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